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November 5, 2010
12:16 am

DeborahMersino: "Types: Understanding Betts' Profiles of the #Gifted" will be our noon/EDT
#gtchat topic tomorrow, 11.05. Join us!

12:17 am

DeborahMersino: "Drive: Motivation and the #Gifted Child" will be our 7pm/EDT #gtchat topic
tomorrow, 11.05. Join us!

12:17 am

DeborahMersino: Thank you to everyone who voted for this week's #gtchat topics! Greatly
appreciate your input/support! #gifted

12:25 am

ljconrad: RT @DeborahMersino: "Types: Understanding Betts' Profiles of the #Gifted" will
be our noon/EDT #gtchat topic tomorrow, 11.05. Join us!

12:25 am

ljconrad: RT @DeborahMersino: "Drive: Motivation and the #Gifted Child" will be our
7pm/EDT #gtchat topic tomorrow, 11.05. Join us!

12:59 am

mygiftedgirl: Friday noon/EDT #gtchat "Types: Understanding Betts' Profiles of the #Gifted" -"Drive: Motivation and the... http://fb.me/IoJIdKkU

1:54 am

teachagiftedkid: Almost finished with a new post on my blog (courtesy of my daughter in Paris.)
#gtchat, #edchat. Is your interest 'piqued' yet?

2:09 am

jofrei: @teachagiftedkid yes looking forward to reading your new blog post! #gtchat

2:10 am

jofrei: RT @DeborahMersino: "Drive: Motivation and the #Gifted Child" will be our
7pm/EDT #gtchat topic tomorrow, 11.05. Join us!

2:10 am

jofrei: RT @DeborahMersino: "Types: Understanding Betts' Profiles of the #Gifted" will
be our noon/EDT #gtchat topic tomorrow, 11.05. Join us!

2:10 am

DeborahMersino: RT @jofrei @teachagiftedkid yes looking forward to reading your new blog post!
#gtchat <==Me too! :-)

2:25 am

DeborahMersino: RT @Galileo_Gifted: THINK Summer Institute http://exm.nr/a8jxzf #gifted
#gtchat

2:26 am

ljconrad: Qwest awards $75,000 for STEM Ed, http://bit.ly/cDsgsr #gtchat #gifted
#edchat #ntchat

2:29 am

ljconrad: NYU policy series focuses on STEM & Economic Growth, http://bit.ly/9wzrc3
#gtchat #gifted #edchat #ntchat

2:32 am

ljconrad: San Diego Science Fest & Change the Equation, http://bit.ly/9noMED #gtchat
#scichat #edchat #gifted

2:35 am

ljconrad: Univ of Washington seminar - Understanding & Improving STEM Ed,
http://bit.ly/dsbjlS #gtchat #gifted

2:37 am

ljconrad: UT - Austin, Proj Based Instruction in STEM Ed, http://bit.ly/aLcCPk #gifted

2:41 am

#gtchat #edchat
ljconrad: Cincinnati school receives STEM Ed grant, http://bit.ly/9Kn5xK #gtchat #gifted
#edchat

2:46 am

ljconrad: How to Make an Engineering Culture - NYTimes.com http://goo.gl/emXK
#gtchat #gifted #edchat

2:56 am

ljconrad: Young Scholars, Maryville Univ receives $20,000 grant for Diversity in Gifted Ed
#gtchat #gifted http://fb.me/NiZip0fa

3:36 am

chrstinef: Hey my #gifted buds...what are the #gtchat topics tomorrow?
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jofrei: RT @ljconrad: How to Make an Engineering Culture - NYTimes.com
http://goo.gl/emXK #gtchat #gifted #edchat

8:08 am

LesLinks: RT @mygiftedgirl: Friday noon/EDT #gtchat "Types: Understanding Betts'
Profiles of the #Gifted" - -"Drive: Motivation and the... http://fb.me/IoJIdKkU

8:09 am

LesLinks: RT @DeborahMersino: "Drive: Motivation and the #Gifted Child" will be our
7pm/EDT #gtchat topic tomorrow, 11.05. Join us!

8:09 am

LesLinks: RT @DeborahMersino: "Types: Understanding Betts' Profiles of the #Gifted" will
be our noon/EDT #gtchat topic tomorrow, 11.05. Join us!

8:46 am

GiftedPhoenix: @DeborahMersino Checklists/'types' can be problematic for advocates of a
personalised approach. But I promise to keep an open mind! #gtchat

8:50 am

GiftedPhoenix: RT @LesLinks: This is a cool and useful irish blogsite for secondary
science..http://www.projectblogger.ie/ #gifted #gtchat

9:14 am

LesLinks: @NancyTeaches #ff Ty Nancy likewise also @shellterrell @GiftedPhoenix
@Thompseg @DeborahMersino @Giftedkidsie #gifted #gtchat

11:24 am

LesLinks: On #Gifted ness, Guilt, thorny issues of behaviours n school- the System & the
Seven Rebosos of Guilt- Ireland: http://t.co/VVDtIYv #gtchat

11:26 am

LesLinks: On Giftedness and ode to a Friendship: http://t.co/3u6iFqa #gifted #gtchat
@deepwaterscoach #gtstoogies

11:28 am

ljconrad: #FF @LesLinks @GiftedPhoenix @Giftedkidsie @Daynuv @Dazzlld @Frazzlld
@Willis1971 @jofrei #gtchat #gifted

11:29 am

LesLinks: On Giftedness and feeling Socially Mystified: http://t.co/MHwbXlI #gifted #gtchat

11:31 am

ljconrad: #FF @DeborahMersino @chrstinef @laughingatchaos @teachagiftedkid
@atxteacher @Galileo_Gifted @GiftedHF @HoagiesGifted #gtchat #gifted

11:32 am

ljconrad: #FF @cybraryman1 @rkiker @teachingwithsoul #gtchat #gifted #ntchat

11:33 am

ljconrad: RT @LesLinks: On Giftedness and feeling Socially Mystified:
http://t.co/MHwbXlI #gifted #gtchat

11:35 am

ljconrad: Does STEM Ed = Gifted ED? In part? #gtchat #gifted

11:38 am

ljconrad: RT @usedgov From Paris, Sec Arne Duncan provides vision of ed reform in the
U.S. in remarks #UNESCO. http://go.usa.gov/CTz #gtchat #edchat

11:39 am

teachagiftedkid: New post on www.teachagiftedkid. http://bit.ly/cBg6fA Not entirely focused on
#gifted, #gtchat Very important to our potential.

11:40 am

ljconrad: Why is Arne Duncan touring the world to promote ed reform in countries with
better track records? hmmm... #gtchat #edchat

11:41 am

ljconrad: RT @NYTimesLearning Learning in Dorm, Because Class Is on the Web
http://nyti.ms/9pUYat #gtchat #edchat

11:42 am

ljconrad: RT @teachagiftedkid: New post on www.teachagiftedkid. http://bit.ly/cBg6fA
Not entirely focused on #gifted, #gtchat Very important to our potential.

11:42 am

raysadad: RT @ljconrad: Why is Arne Duncan touring the world to promote ed reform in
countries with better track records? hmmm... #gtchat #edchat

11:47 am

ljconrad: RT @pars3c CatherineQualtrough, astrophysicist: Every wk Pars3c profiles int
person http://bit.ly/bcP3OA (via@janellewilson) #gtchat #gifted

11:54 am

LesLinks: RT @teachagiftedkid: New post on www.teachagiftedkid. http://bit.ly/cBg6fA
Not entirely focused on #gifted, #gtchat Very important to our potential.

12:38 pm

DeborahMersino: @georgebetts Hooray!! So glad to see you here! We would be honored to have
you join us at 10 pm/MDT. Just use "#gtchat" w/each tweet. :-)

12:39 pm

DeborahMersino: @GiftedPhoenix Actually, understanding the Profiles can be one of the best
ways to address needs via an individualized approach! ;-) #gtchat

1:01 pm

cybraryman1: RT @LesLinks: RT @DeborahMersino: "Types: Understanding Betts' Profiles of
the #Gifted" will be our noon/EDT #gtchat topic Join us!
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Frazzlld: "Types: Understanding Betts' Profiles of the #Gifted" will be our 5pm GMT
#gtchat topic today and I hope @georgebetts may join us!
jofrei: RT @LesLinks: On Giftedness and ode to a Friendship: http://t.co/3u6iFqa
#gifted #gtchat @deepwaterscoach #gtstoogies

1:29 pm

Dazzlld: Link to podcast of The Secret Mathematicians by Prof Marcus du Sautoy in the
RDS Dublin on our FB page: http://on.fb.me/9HO67J #gtchat

1:37 pm

CathRiordan: RT @Dazzlld: Link to podcast of The Secret Mathematicians by Prof Marcus du
Sautoy in the RDS Dublin on our FB page: http://on.fb.me/9HO67J #gtchat

1:45 pm

jofrei: Time flies at #gtstoogies Happy Hour after #gtchat
http://www.giftedresources.org/jo/blog/?p=1005

1:48 pm

jofrei: TY and U2! RT @ljconrad: #FF @LesLinks @GiftedPhoenix @Giftedkidsie
@Daynuv @Dazzlld @Frazzlld @Willis1971 @jofrei #gtchat #gifted

1:51 pm

Dazzlld: RT @jofrei: TY and U2! RT @ljconrad: #FF @LesLinks @GiftedPhoenix
@Giftedkidsie @Daynuv @Dazzlld @Frazzlld @Willis1971 @jofrei #gtchat
#gifted

2:03 pm

0Quest0: RT @frazzlld: "Types: Understanding Betts' Profiles of the #Gifted" will be our
5pm GMT #gtchat topic today

2:32 pm

LesLinks: TY & U2! RT @ljconrad #FF @LesLinks @GiftedPhoenix @Giftedkidsie
@Daynuv @Dazzlld @Frazzlld @Willis1971 @jofrei #gtchat #gifted #edchat

2:51 pm

DeborahMersino: @georgebetts - Welcome to Twitter! Attention #gtchat fans, you'll want to be
sure to follow Dr. George Betts! #gifted

3:11 pm

GiftedPhoenix: @DeborahMersino Hope he's joining #gtchat this morning/afternoon!

3:12 pm

DeborahMersino: Global #gtchat starts in less than an hour. "Types: Understanding Betts'
Profiles of the #Gifted" will be our noon/EDT #topic. Join us!

3:13 pm

DeborahMersino: @GiftedPhoenix Me too! Fingers crossed. If not, he sent me the most updated
research on the subject. Exciting! #gtchat

3:21 pm

DeborahMersino: @peterflomLD Here's a bit about Dr. Betts. More soon on his profiles of gifted.
http://bit.ly/dA5WQU #gtchat

3:34 pm

Lisa_Rivero: RT @DeborahMersino: Global #gtchat starts in less than an hour. "Types:
Understanding Betts' Profiles of the #Gifted" will be our noon/EDT #topic. Join
us!

3:43 pm
3:45 pm

halleyrebecca: Time for my weekly warning. #gtchat is about to take over your world. Sorry,
twitter.
Frazzlld: RT @deborahmersino: #gtchat starts in less than an hour. /Oops, clock change
means we are on at 4pm GMT it seems!

3:48 pm

SeaburySchool: Looking forward to #gtchat today. Topic: "Types: Understanding Betts' Profiles
of the #Gifted."

3:50 pm

KateArmsRoberts: Work with gifted kids: check out #gtchat "Types: Understanding Betts' Profiles
of the #Gifted" is the noon/EDT #topic.

3:51 pm

KateArmsRoberts: I've got my #triplets home today, so I'll check out the #gtchat transcripts later
thanks to @DeborahMersino

3:51 pm

eshwaranv: Enjoyed the festival of lights! :) Time to shift to learning mode. It's #gtchat time
to begin with.

3:51 pm

eshwaranv: Join me and my friends at #gtchat today. Topic: Types: Understanding Betts'
Profiles of the #gifted

3:53 pm

heymrssmith: RT @KateArmsRoberts: Work with gifted kids: check out #gtchat "Types:
Understanding Betts' Profiles of the #Gifted" is the noon/EDT #topic.

3:55 pm

DeborahMersino: @eshwaranv @KateArmsRobers @SeaburySchool @Frazzlld @halleyrecca
@Lisa_Rivero @heymrssmith @Frazzlld @0Quest0 <=TY! Gratitude! #gtchat

3:56 pm

DeborahMersino: @LesLinks @cybraryman1 <= Gratitude to you also! #gtchat
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0Quest0: RT @frazzlld: RT @DeborahMersino: #gtchat starts in less than an hour.
/Oops, clock change means we are on at 4pm GMT it seems!
jofrei: Is it about an hour until the start of #gtchat?
halleyrebecca: #gtchat?

4:04 pm

jofrei: November Blog Day 5 Character study: the Dabrowski dogs
http://www.giftedresources.org/jo/blog/?p=1021 #gtchat #gtstoogies

4:05 pm

GiftedPhoenix: #gtchat Hello from wet and gloomy England. I'm here ready and primed with a
pint of IPA and Dub Xtra on the radio. Are we chatting?

4:06 pm

GiftedPhoenix: RT @Frazzlld: RT @deborahmersino: #gtchat starts in less than an hour.
/Oops, clock change means we are on at 4pm GMT it seems!

4:06 pm
4:06 pm
4:06 pm

Frazzlld: #gtchat on ": Understanding Betts' Profiles of the Gifted" about to start.
@georgebetts himself may join us!
cybraryman1: Daylight Savings Time sites on my How To Tell Time page: http://bit.ly/ax8Y4F
#gtchat #edchat
0Quest0: Is it now or in an hour? The daylight saving change has me all confused! #gtchat

4:06 pm
4:07 pm

ljconrad: We should be chatting? #gtchat
GiftedPhoenix: #gtchat Maybe there's some frantic Twitter education going on in Colorado?

4:08 pm

Dazzlld: All ready here in Dublin...has the clock gone back over there in the US yet?
#gtchat

4:08 pm
4:08 pm
4:08 pm
4:08 pm

asynchschlrsfnd: We are still on Daylight Savings in US... is confusing everyone! #gtchat
ljconrad: It is 12:00 ET! #gtchat
EvaMayla: RT @LesLinks: On #Gifted ness, Guilt, thorny issues of behaviours n schoolthe System & the Seven Rebosos of Guilt- Ireland: http://t.co/VVDtIYv #gtchat
halleyrebecca: @ljconrad I'm here! No time change until Sunday in the great state of
Washington. #gtchat

4:09 pm

Frazzlld: Have we got our times wrong? Hazards of global collaboration and clock
changes! #gtchat

4:09 pm

ljconrad: Tweetchat very slow today! #gtchat

4:09 pm

mygiftedgirl: Hi from South Fl where it's actually 62 degrees and we're cold!!!! It's noon here!
#gtchat

4:09 pm

GiftedPhoenix: #gtchat There's nothing quite so folorn as a bedraggled group of #gtchat people
waiting for their moderator

4:09 pm
4:10 pm
4:10 pm
4:11 pm
4:11 pm

0Quest0: Ah - sorted. It was just that Twitter had frozen on me! Hello all - Petra from
Ireland here: parent, board member, advocate. #gtchat
asynchschlrsfnd: @Frazzlld Seems most of us have our times right, but @DeborahMersino
seems to have stepped away. #gtchat
ljconrad: So, how's everyone doing? #gtchat
halleyrebecca: Shall we just get started then? Halley here, marketing director and alumna from
@SeaburySchool in Tacoma, Wash. #gtchat
asynchschlrsfnd: RT @GiftedPhoenix: #gtchat There's nothing quite so folorn as a bedraggled
group of #gtchat people waiting for their moderator

4:11 pm

ljconrad: @Frazzlld No, you're right on time! :D #gtchat

4:11 pm

ljconrad: @mygiftedgirl :p Calling for snow here! #gtchat

4:11 pm
4:12 pm
4:12 pm

cybraryman1: Profiles of Gifted from Davidson: http://bit.ly/cVBVHd #gtchat
asynchschlrsfnd: @ljconrad So, how's everyone doing?<=Spiffy, if unmoderated, thanks! #gtchat
Dazzlld: Hi everyone, Karen in Dublin here, ready to roll...or come back in an hour?
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Dazzlld: Hi everyone, Karen in Dublin here, ready to roll...or come back in an hour?
#gtchat
GiftedPhoenix: #gtchat I'm the ex policy wonk from England who's now writing and
consulting...so what do we all think of these here profiles?

4:12 pm

ljconrad: Hi, from gloomy Pittsburgh. Winter is upon us. Mother of 2 gifted, gifted
advocate and consultant here! #gtchat

4:12 pm

LisaDSB: It's #gtchat time here in Canada, where clocks don't change until this weekend.
Where's our fearless leader?

4:12 pm

0Quest0: RT @halleyrebecca: @ljconrad Im here! No time change until Sunday in the

4:13 pm

great state of Washington. <- so are we on now or in an hr? #gtchat
Dazzlld: We are nothing without our great leader...we love you Deborah!!! #gtchat

4:13 pm
4:13 pm
4:13 pm
4:13 pm
4:13 pm

DeborahMersino: My connection isn't working!!! I may only have a minute. So sorry! Trying to
resolve! #gtchat
GiftedPhoenix: #gtchat immoderately unmoderated!
BCGifted: @halleyrebecca #gtchat same here in BC Canada
ljconrad: RT @GiftedPhoenix: #gtchat Theres nothing quite so folorn as a bedraggled
group of #gtchat people waiting for their moderator #gtchat
jofrei: Hi Have we started yet? #gtchat

4:13 pm

mygiftedgirl: Excited to talk about Dr. Betts profiles. I attended a webinar a couple of years
ago that he did. Learned so much! #gtchat

4:13 pm

asynchschlrsfnd: RT @cybraryman1: Profiles of Gifted from Davdson: http://bit.ly/cVBVHd <=In
all my research I've not managed to see this yet, thanks #gtchat

4:14 pm

DeborahMersino: My sincerest apologies!!!! I've been having a near heart-attack. My connection
went down at 9:59! #gtchat #gtchat

4:14 pm

DeborahMersino: I'm here! If you haven't already introduced yourself, please do. Again, my
sincerest apologies! #gtchat #gtchat

4:14 pm

ljconrad: @DeborahMersino Post quickly! We miss you! #gtchat

4:15 pm

LisaDSB: #gtchat Lisa in Ontario, Canada here. Homeschooling mom to 2 GT boys.

4:15 pm

DeborahMersino: Thank you for your patience. We're here to discuss Profiles of the Gifted!
#gtchat #gtchat

4:15 pm

eshwaranv: It's 12.14 ET, if my clock is correct. Waiting for #gtchat to begin.

4:15 pm

ljconrad: @jofrei sort of! deborah's having connection problems. :( #gtchat

4:15 pm

Frazzlld: RT @DeborahMersino: My sincerest apologies!!!! I've been having a near heartattack. My connection went down at 9:59! #gtchat #gtchat

4:15 pm
4:15 pm
4:15 pm
4:15 pm
4:16 pm

asynchschlrsfnd: @DeborahMersino Welcome back! ;) #gtchat
jofrei: Hi!!! #gtchat
BCGifted: @DeborahMersino #gtchat glad you're back!
mygiftedgirl: There was a discussion abt finding child's passions. I asked my then 6yo what
shewanted to learn.- that's when we got into Rockets. #gtchat
DeborahMersino: Here is a link that will take you to Ingeniosus, where the latest matrix/Profiles
are included. http://bit.ly/9ITl7v #gtchat

4:16 pm

LisaDSB: #gtchat Wow, Twitter is slow today!

4:16 pm

heymrssmith: Will George Betts be with us for #gtchat?

4:16 pm
4:16 pm
4:16 pm

BCGifted: #gtchat Hi all! I'm a mom of 2x2e in BC Canada
DeborahMersino: Can you all see my posts? #gtchat
jofrei: Jo Freitag from Gifted Resources in Melbourne Australia here #gtchat
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halleyrebecca: Okay, ready to roll! We use Betts' profiles quite a bit @SeaburySchool. #gtchat
asynchschlrsfnd: Yes, and Twitter seems to have picked up the pace as well. => RT
@DeborahMersino: Can you all see my posts? #gtchat
BCGifted: @DeborahMersino #gtchat I can :)
eshwaranv: Hi everyone on #gtchat. This is Vytheeshwaran from Chennai, India.
0Quest0: Yes Deborah - can see them - but TweetChat - or Twitter seems really slow.
#gtchat
BCGifted: RT @DeborahMersino: Here is a link that will take you to Ingeniosus, where the
latest matrix/Profiles are included. http://bit.ly/9ITl7v #gtchat
DeborahMersino: There are six different profiles. I'm going to name them all and then discuss
each. Feel free to ask questions during. #gtchat #gtchat
ljconrad: @DeborahMersino yep!!!!! #gtchat
GiftedPhoenix: @DeborahMersino Can you say briefly how they've changed since the last
iteration? #gtchat
eshwaranv: @DeborahMersino Hi! #gtchat
cybraryman1: @DeborahMersino I shared Davidson Institute: Profiles of the gifted and
talented: http://bit.ly/cVBVHd #gtchat

4:18 pm

jofrei: @DeborahMersino I am seeing your posts but it is quite slow coming up
#gtchat

4:18 pm

DeborahMersino: Typically, gifted are differentiated on the basis of difference in intellectual
abilities, talents or interests. #gtchat #gtchat

4:18 pm

halleyrebecca: Alright, reintroducing. Halley here - marketing director and alumna from
@seaburyschool for gifted students in Tacoma, Wash. #gtchat

4:18 pm
4:18 pm
4:18 pm
4:19 pm

Frazzlld: @DeborahMersino Phew! So glad you're back. Catherine, parent and advocate
here in gloomy Wicklow, Ireland. tweetchat problematic... #gtchat
DeborahMersino: These profiles hone in on the behavior, feelings and needs. #gtchat #gtchat
GiftedPhoenix: #gtchat Found various resources on the ALPS publishing site http://bit.ly/bRjDtx
jofrei: RT @DeborahMersino: link that will take you to Ingeniosus, where the latest
matrix/Profiles are included. http://bit.ly/9ITl7v #gtchat

4:19 pm

DeborahMersino: If for some reason, my connection goes down, we'll regroup at 7pm and revisit.
Again, sorry for the issue! #gthcat #gtchat

4:19 pm

asynchschlrsfnd: I think the 1 @DeborahMersino gave is updated ths year. RT @cybraryman1: I
shared Davidson Institute: Profiles: http://bit.ly/cVBVHd #gtchat

4:20 pm
4:20 pm
4:20 pm
4:21 pm
4:21 pm

DeborahMersino: @cybraryman1 - TY. The profiles have been tweaked a bit since then, but the
Davidson article offers excellent insights. #gtchat
SeaburySchool: We will sit in staff meetings and plug individual students into the matrix. #gtchat
DeborahMersino: @GiftedPhoenix - I just received the new version last night/have not had a
chance to completely discern yet. #gtchat
asynchschlrsfnd: RT @DeborahMersino: Here is a link to the latest #gifted matrix/Profiles From
Dr. Betts are included. http://bit.ly/9ITl7v #gtchat
GiftedPhoenix: #gtchat @DeborahMersino Sorry!

4:21 pm

DeborahMersino: Here are the 6 types: The Successful, The Challenging, The Underground, The
Dropouts, The Double-labled & The Autonomous Learner #gtchat

4:21 pm

halleyrebecca: RT @DeborahMersino: link that will take you to Ingeniosus, where the latest
matrix/Profiles are included. http://bit.ly/9ITl7v #gtchat

4:22 pm

peterflomLD: @ljconrad Good afternoon #gtchat. I don't know anything about Dr. Betts
profiles.
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eshwaranv: @DeborahMersino Twitter is getting sluggish and is adding to connection woes.
#gtchat
DeborahMersino: When I first heard Dr. Betts speak on this, I was blown away! Descriptors truly
discussed the social-emotional AND academic needs. #gtchat
peterflomLD: @deborahmersino Yes #gtchat
asynchschlrsfnd: RT @DeborahMersino: Here are the 6 types: Successful, Challenging,
Underground, Dropouts, Double-labeled & Autonomous Learner #gtchat
DeborahMersino: @SeaburySchool - Good for you! #gtchat

4:23 pm

asynchschlrsfnd: RT @eshwaranv: @DeborahMersino Twitter is getting sluggish and is adding to
connection woes.<=Oddly, TweetDeck is peppy! #gtchat

4:23 pm

GiftedPhoenix: #gtchat I should say at this stage that I was relieved to see that Betts himself
says this is a model and not a diagnostic tool

4:23 pm

DeborahMersino: I know we're running a bit behind, but I'll share just a tidbit on each profile. Let
me know if recognize your child/student/s. #gtchat

4:24 pm

4:24 pm
4:24 pm

jofrei: @DeborahMersino I heard Dr Betts speak in Aus and it was really excellent!
#gtchat
halleyrebecca: I hate to say it, but I see myself in the successful category just as often as
autonomous. It's sometimes to easy to skate by. #gtchat
DeborahMersino: As many as 90 percent of IDed GT students are Type 1s (intriguing!). These are
kids that have "learned the system." #gtchat

4:24 pm

ljconrad: @peterflomLD Welcome! The transcript at the end will be very useful to review
info given during chat. :) #gtchat

4:24 pm

EvaMayla: Hi, Eva here. From Monterrey Mexico. Advocate and Mom of a 9 year old gtkid
and 1 year old INTENSE baby. #gtchat

4:24 pm

BCGifted: RT @DeborahMersino: Here are the 6 types: The Successful, The Challenging,
The Underground, The Dropouts, The Double-labled & The Autonomous Learner
#gtchat

4:25 pm
4:25 pm
4:25 pm
4:26 pm
4:26 pm
4:26 pm
4:26 pm
4:26 pm
4:26 pm
4:27 pm
4:27 pm
4:27 pm

DeborahMersino: Before I forget - NOTE: children/youth should not be defined by anyone in the
following categories. Simply should be used a guides! #gtchat
eshwaranv: @AsynchSchlrsFnd Tweetdeck has stopped streaming tweets 10 minutes
back. :( #gtchat
ljconrad: <--- Autonomous learner and darn proud of it! #gtchat
GiftedPhoenix: @AsynchSchlrsFnd New version of Tweetdeck with instant updating just
released here! #gtchat
eshwaranv: RT @DeborahMersino: As many as 90 percent of IDed GT students are Type 1s
(intriguing!). These are kids that have "learned the system." #gtchat
heymrssmith: GT profiles have not changed. Research by Dr. Neihart has clarified behaivors
and needs #gtchat
DeborahMersino: Type I - The Successful students score high on tests, know how to display
appropriate behavior. Eager for approval. #gtchat
asynchschlrsfnd: RT @eshwaranv: @AsynchSchlrsFnd Tweetdeck has stopped streaming tweets
10 minutes back. :( <=Bummer! I did upgrade mine this a.m. #gtchat
DeborahMersino: @EvaMayla - Welcome! We got started late due to connection issues on my
end! Glad you're here. I'm going through the profiles. #gtchat
Frazzlld: RT @GiftedPhoenix: I was relieved to see that Betts himself says this is a
model and not a diagnostic tool / me too #gtchat
cybraryman1: RT @Frazzlld: RT @GiftedPhoenix: I was relieved to see that Betts himself
says this is a model and not a diagnostic tool / me too #gtchat
peterflomLD: <----- Gifted and LD and all kinds mixed up #gtchat
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peterflomLD: <----- Gifted and LD and all kinds mixed up #gtchat

DeborahMersino: @ljconrad - You go girl. I'm still working on it! #gtchat
peterflomLD: @deborahmersino Type 1 is DEFINITELY not me! :-) #gtchat
eshwaranv: RT @DeborahMersino: Type I - The Successful students score high on tests,
know how to display appropriate behavior. Eager for approval. #gtchat
asynchschlrsfnd: RT @heymrssmith: GT profiles have not changed. Research by Dr. Neihart has
clarified behaivors and needs <=Thanks for this! #gtchat

4:28 pm

DeborahMersino: Type I children are expected to "make it on their own." However, they often
become bored w/school. Fail to learn autonomy skills. #gtchat

4:28 pm

GiftedPhoenix: @DeborahMersino 'a theoretical concept that can provide insights not a
diagnostic classification model' - #gtchat

4:29 pm
4:29 pm
4:29 pm
4:30 pm
4:30 pm

ljconrad: Excellent framework to discus gifted though! ;) #gtchat
peterflomLD: Labels can be useful, but boxes are for groceries (I am liking Dr. Betts so far)
#gtchat
DeborahMersino: Type II is The Creative. Highly creative, often
bored/frustrated/impatient/defensive, unsure about social roles. #gtchat
BCGifted: #gtchat Type 1 - definitely not mine... but the "fail to learn autonomy skills"
does apply at the moment (hopefully they'll outgrow that)
DeborahMersino: Type II Creative -More psychologically vulnerable, strong motivation to follow
inner convictions, high energy, want to right wrongs. #gtchat

4:30 pm

Dazzlld: I can see some combination of types in my kids. Very interesting profiles.
#gtchat

4:30 pm

SimonsRock: @SimonsRock students and alums, we're often asked if you are all geniuses?
Super #gifted? Help us describe you. #gtchat

4:31 pm

cybraryman1: Teachers have to be more cognizant and work to enhance their student's
creativity #gtchat

4:31 pm

SeaburySchool: Re: Type II heightened sensitivity. YES. #gtchat

4:31 pm

asynchschlrsfnd: RT @peterflomLD: Labels can be useful, but boxes are for groceries (I am liking
Dr. Betts so far) #gtchat

4:31 pm

cybraryman1: RT @Dazzlld: I can see some combination of types in my kids. Very interesting
profiles. #gtchat So true.

4:31 pm
4:31 pm
4:31 pm
4:31 pm
4:31 pm

BCGifted: #gtchat Type ll - ah! this is my daughter :)
GiftedPhoenix: #gtchat Type 1 = conformist high achievers, passive teacher-pleasers
eshwaranv: My sister is a combination of Types I and II. #gtchat
DeborahMersino: @peterflomLD Yes! I like approach as well. It demonstrates we're more than
just our intellectual abilities/need affective spprt #gtchat
asynchschlrsfnd: RT @DeborahMersino: Type I - The Successful students score high on tests,
know how 2 display appropriate behavior. Eager 4 approval. #gtchat

4:31 pm

0Quest0: Yep - Type II sounds familiar here! #gtchat

4:31 pm

Frazzlld: twitter and tweetchat painfully slow at the moment. Think I will just have to wait
for the #gtchat transcript :-(

4:32 pm

0Quest0: RT @frazzlld: twitter and tweetchat painfully slow at the moment. Think I will
just have to wait for the #gtchat transcript :-(

4:32 pm
4:32 pm
4:32 pm

asynchschlrsfnd: RT @DeborahMersino: Type I childrn R expected 2 "make it on their own" but
oftn become bored w/school. Fail 2 learn autonomy skills. #gtchat
DeborahMersino: Type 3 - The Underground. Desire to belong socially, feel unsure/pressured,
unsure of their right to their emotions. #gtchat
asynchschlrsfnd: RT @DeborahMersino: Type II is The Creative. Highly creative, often
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bored/frustrated/impatient/defensive, unsure about social roles. #gtchat

4:32 pm
4:33 pm
4:33 pm

BCGifted: RT @Dazzlld I can see some combination of types in my kids. Very interesting
profiles. #gtchat <--- me too!
0Quest0: Maybe that Atlantic storm that's headed our way is messing up Twitter??
#gtchat
asynchschlrsfnd: RT @DeborahMersino: Type II Creative -More psych'ly vulnerable, strong
motivatn 2 follow inner convictns, hi enrgy, wnt 2 rt wrongs. #gtchat

4:33 pm

DeborahMersino: Type 3: The Underground - Ambivalent about achievement, view achievement
behaviors as betrayal of social group. #gtchat

4:34 pm

heymrssmith: The label for Creative was "the challenging" in the older version of Profiles
#gtchat

4:34 pm
4:34 pm

GiftedPhoenix: #gtchat Type 2 = sensitive, rebellious, questioning, moody, stubborn (not to be
confused with all teenagers!)
peterflomLD: #gtchat Maybe I am in 4, 5, or 6 .... waiting with bated breath

4:34 pm

halleyrebecca: Type I kids stay under the radar - know all too well how to toe the line. I'm
thinking of middle level gifted girls in particular. #gtchat

4:34 pm

asynchschlrsfnd: Sorry to see you go! => RT @Frazzlld: Think I will just have to wait for the
#gtchat transcript :-(
cybraryman1: RT @GiftedPhoenix: #gtchat Type 2 = sensitive, rebellious, questioning,
moody, stubborn (not to be confused with all teenagers!)

4:34 pm
4:34 pm
4:34 pm

eshwaranv: @0Quest0 This seems to be a global phenomenon. Incidentally, a storm is
about to hit Chennai tomorrow. :) #gtchat
asynchschlrsfnd: RT @DeborahMersino: Type 3 - The Underground. Desire to belong socially,
feel unsure/pressured, unsure of right to their emotions. #gtchat

4:34 pm

DeborahMersino: Type 4: The At-Risk: Resentful & angry. Depressed. Reckless & manipulative,
defensive, unaccepted. Unrealistic expectations. #gtchat

4:34 pm

halleyrebecca: Don't see as many Type III @seaburyschool because, well, the social group is
made up of #gifted kids like themselves. #gtchat

4:35 pm

asynchschlrsfnd: RT @DeborahMersino: Type 3: The Underground - Ambivalent about
achievement, view achievement behaviors as betrayal of social group. #gtchat

4:35 pm

peterflomLD: @giftedphoenix #gtchat that version of type 2 fits me better than Deborah's
version of type 2

4:35 pm

LisaDSB: I started as a Type I, switched to a Type 3 in middle school, and am now a
Type 6, thanks to my kids who are autonomous learners. #gtchat

4:35 pm

SimonsRock: #gtchat is talking about 6 types of learners: Successful, Challenging,
Underground, Dropouts, Double-labeled & Autonomous. Now we're curious

4:35 pm

malcolmbellamy: RT @cybraryman1: Teachers have to be more cognizant and work to enhance
their student's creativity #gtchat

4:35 pm

DeborahMersino: RT @GiftedPhoenix #gtchat Type 2 = sensitive, rebellious, questioning, moody,
stubborn (not to be confused with all teenagers!)<= :-)

4:36 pm

asynchschlrsfnd: RT @DeborahMersino: Type 4: At-Risk: Resentful, angry, depressed, reckless,
manipulatv, defensv, unacceptd. Unrealistic expectations #gtchat

4:36 pm

halleyrebecca: I am definitely type 6, but can identify with 1 as well - knowing exactly what you
need to do to succeed. #gtchat

4:36 pm

ljconrad: If people are friends, they can follow their regular feed to some extent. Just
sayin' ... #gtchat

4:36 pm

GiftedPhoenix: #gtchat Type 3 = hides giftedness to conform with peers - longs to be liked - not
a strong sense of self or self-worth

4:36 pm

DeborahMersino: Type 4 - The Underground is resistive to authority, not motivated by teacher
rewards, anti-social. Creates crisis & disruptions. #gtchat
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rewards, anti-social. Creates crisis & disruptions. #gtchat
eshwaranv: RT @DeborahMersino: Type 4 - The Underground is resistive to authority, not
motivated by teacher rewards, anti-social. Creates crisis & disruptions. #gtchat
AudreyFG: @DeborahMersino Sorry to be joining late! What an important discussion.
#gtchat
cybraryman1: The million dollar question: So with all these types & combinations how do you
deal with the children? #gtchat
DeborahMersino: Type 7: Twice/Multi-Exceptional: Learned helplessness, intense frustration &
anger, mood disorders, prone to discouragement. #gtchat
BCGifted: #gtchat I assumed DD was just 2e (we're looking at OCD & ADD) but holy cow
could she model the "creative" profile!!
peterflomLD: #gtchat Type 4 fits me,
eshwaranv: RT @DeborahMersino: RT @GiftedPhoenix #gtchat Type 2 = sensitive,
rebellious, questioning, moody, stubborn (not to be confused with all teenagers!)
<= :-)
EvaMayla: What I don´t really understand (lost in translation) is that this profiles are not
diagnostic but models. How do we use them? #gtchat
GiftedPhoenix: #gtchat Type 4 = at risk of dropout, so handle with especial care and attention
DeborahMersino: @cybraryman1 - Excellent question. Betts/Neihart offer specific
recommendations for home/school support. Powerful! #gtchat
ljconrad: RT @cybraryman1: The million dollar question: So with all these types &
combinations how do you deal with the children? #gtchat
peterflomLD: @deborahmersino #gtchat typ 7? Is that 5? Definitely fits
halleyrebecca: @EvaMayla We use the profiles more to understand the different groups of kids
and how they learn. #gtchat
BCGifted: @DeborahMersino #gtchat Interesting! The "learned helplessness" is the only
one that fits DS, and only sometimes (we think he's SPD)

4:39 pm

asynchschlrsfnd: RT @DeborahMersino: Type 4:Underground=resistive to authrty, not motivatd by
tcher rewards, anti-social. Creates crisis, disruptions #gtchat

4:39 pm

GiftedPhoenix: #gtchat - Type 5 = a bit of a catch-all to be honest, for multiple exceptionalities
- gifted plus something else

4:40 pm

halleyrebecca: Definitely have Type 5s. Interestingly, we have had a number of kids come to us
diagnosed as autistic or other .. when they're not. #gtchat

4:40 pm
4:40 pm
4:40 pm
4:40 pm
4:40 pm
4:40 pm
4:41 pm
4:41 pm
4:41 pm

0Quest0: @DeborahMersino These descriptions really helpful #gtchat
asynchschlrsfnd: RT @DeborahMersino: Type 7 Twce/Multi-Exceptnal: Learned helplessnss,
frustration & anger, mood disorders, prone to discouragement. #gtchat
DeborahMersino: Type 5 sorry!: Twice/Multi-Exceptional: Learned helplessness, intense
frustration & anger, mood disorders, prone to discouragement. #gtchat
halleyrebecca: Educators who don't understand gifted kids are often too eager to plug them into
a more known category. I.e. autistic, or other. #gtchat
cybraryman1: This is like taking a psychology course where you identify with a lot of these
characteristics #gtchat
halleyrebecca: When they get to a place that understands them, many of the perceived
difficulties vanish. #gtchat
peterflomLD: #gtchat So far, I am type 4 and 5.
EvaMayla: @halleyrebecca Thank you! #gtchat
asynchschlrsfnd: RT @DeborahMersino: Type 5 sorry!: <=Whew, thought that was more twitter
weirdness! #gtchat
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4:41 pm

ljconrad: Signing off! Back to work! :( Excellent discussion. Hope to see everyone @7PM

4:41 pm

ET! #gtchat
eshwaranv: Interesting -> RT @cybraryman1: This is like taking a psychology course where
you identify with a lot of these characteristics #gtchat

4:41 pm
4:41 pm

DeborahMersino: Type 6: Autonomous Learner: Self-confident, self-accepting, optimistic, hold
incremental view of ability, ambitious/excited #gtchat
eshwaranv: RT @DeborahMersino: Type 6: Autonomous Learner: Self-confident, selfaccepting, optimistic, hold incremental view of ability, ambitious/excited #gtchat

4:41 pm

GiftedPhoenix: #gtchat - Type 6 = hurrah, shangri la - what successful implementation of the
ALM should secure....according to the theoretical model

4:42 pm

DeborahMersino: @halleyrebecca - So true. And given the intensities of #gifted, they often misdiagnose!! #gtchat

4:42 pm

ljconrad: RT @cybraryman1: This is like taking a psychology course where you identify
with a lot of these characteristics #gtchat

4:42 pm
4:42 pm
4:42 pm
4:42 pm
4:42 pm
4:42 pm

eshwaranv: Ah.. Found my present self in type 6. #gtchat
peterflomLD: #gtchat OK, so, I am type 5 forever, but moved from type 4 to type 6 as I went
from age 15 to 51
DeborahMersino: Type 6: Autonomous Learner: Willing to fail and learn from it. #gtchat
asynchschlrsfnd: RT @DeborahMersino: Type 6 Autonomous Lrnr: Self-confidnt & -accepting,
optimistc, hold incremntal view of ability, ambitious/excitd #gtchat
LisaDSB: These profiles seem not to be innate, but created by the school environment or
outside influences, IMO. Maybe focus s/b there. #gtchat
eshwaranv: RT @DeborahMersino: Type 6: Autonomous Learner: Willing to fail and learn
from it. #gtchat

4:43 pm

LesLinks: Hi folks... time change has caught me out... #gtchat

4:43 pm

jofrei: @ljconrad Catch you later for happy hour! #gtchat

4:43 pm

DeborahMersino: RT @eshwaranv Ah.. Found my present self in type 6. #gtchat <= good for you!

4:43 pm

BCGifted: @DeborahMersino #gtchat Hmmm. This is DD too. She's a "type 2 & 5 combo"

4:43 pm

eshwaranv: #gifted people shift from one type to the other. Highly influenced by their
environment. #gtchat

4:43 pm

DeborahMersino: I think the entire connection issue had me a bit frazzled. Be sure to check out
the Matrix on my blog. Will do more justice!! #gtchat

4:43 pm

cybraryman1: Tip: Download the latest version of TweetDeck. 36.1 (version 0.36) It is lightning
quick #gtchat #edchat

4:43 pm

0Quest0: So Type 6 is what we'd be hoping to guide the kids towards? #gtchat

4:43 pm

Dazzlld: Sorry, Twitter is so slow....I can't tweet, so I will follow up on transcript later.
#gtchat

4:44 pm

eshwaranv: Yes! It's fast! RT @cybraryman1: Tip: Download the latest version of
TweetDeck. 36.1 (version 0.36) It is lightning quick #gtchat #edchat

4:44 pm

peterflomLD: "Screwed up somehow, but not stupid" that's me (and title of book I am writing)
#gtchat

4:44 pm

LesLinks: RT @ljconrad: RT @cybraryman1: The million dollar question: So w/lthese
types & combinations how do you deal with the children? #gtchat

4:44 pm

BCGifted: @DeborahMersino #gtchat Oh... you're so lucky!!! That's awesome :) I'm not
quite there yet. Working on it...

4:44 pm

halleyrebecca: Magic! RT @cybraryman1 Tip: Download the latest version of TweetDeck. 36.1
(version 0.36) It is lightning quick #gtchat #edchat

4:44 pm

GiftedPhoenix: @georgebetts Hi George - welcome! #gtchat
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LesLinks: RT @eshwaranv: #gifted people shift from one type to the other. Highly
influenced by their environment. Agree totally w/you.. #gtchat
DeborahMersino: Twitter, twitter, why for art thou foresake thee? #gtchat
jofrei: I think I'm an autonomous learner but not keen on the failing bit! #gtchat
Frazzlld: RT @halleyrebecca: Educators who don't understand gifted kids are often too
eager to plug them into a more known category. I.e. autistic, or other. #gtchat
tucksoon: RT @cybraryman1: Tip: Download the latest version of TweetDeck. 36.1
(version 0.36) It is lightning quick #gtchat #edchat
DeborahMersino: RT @0Quest0 So Type 6 is what we'd be hoping to guide the kids towards?
#gtchat <= ultimately, yes. Supporting kids/adults along the way.
EvaMayla: @LesLinks Good night =) #gtchat
0Quest0: RT @deborahmersino: Twitter, twitter, why for art thou foresake thee? #gtchat <
lol and agree!!
asynchschlrsfnd: Ooh, I just finally read the full thing and realized this is a matrix for
EDUCATORS. #gtchat

4:46 pm

GiftedPhoenix: #gtchat George - If you're still there, how would you say the profiles have
changed over the years?

4:46 pm

DeborahMersino: @georgebetts - Welcome!! Twitter is a bit slow today. Happy you're here.
#gtchat

4:46 pm
4:46 pm
4:46 pm
4:46 pm
4:46 pm

TheHooked: RT @MeganLearner Tips for making classrooms a stress-free learning
environment. http://bit.ly/aNbcbH #gtchat #el... http://bit.ly/90f1xA
halleyrebecca: Totally agree. RT @eshwaranv: #gifted people shift from one type to the other.
Highly influenced by their environment. #gtchat
LesLinks: @eshwaranv I have seen vast changes on occassion.. often triggered by change
of environment, meeting of their needs or 'shift' #gtchat
DeborahMersino: @georgebetts - Can you tell us why you decided to undertake the profiling?
#gtchat
0Quest0: RT @halleyrebecca: Educators who don't understand gifted kids often too eager
to plug them into more known category - autistic etc. #gtchat

4:46 pm

cybraryman1: RT @halleyrebecca: agree. RT @eshwaranv: #gifted people shift from 1 type to
the other. Highly influenced by their environment. #gtchat

4:47 pm

DeborahMersino: @AsynchSchlrsFnd - Actually if you look at the Matrix, you'll see a column on
home support/healthy for whole being. #gtchat

4:47 pm
4:47 pm

halleyrebecca: @eshwaranv And being #gifted learn the system so much faster. I think T1s are
created - once you figure out that you can work it ... #gtchat
eshwaranv: @LesLinks Yes. Happened to me. #gtchat

4:48 pm

GiftedPhoenix: #gtchat @AnnBridgland You should be joining in!

4:48 pm
4:48 pm

4:48 pm
4:48 pm
4:48 pm
4:49 pm
4:49 pm

eshwaranv: @halleyrebecca Shifting from Type I to VI seems ideal. #gtchat
AnnBridgland: @GiftedPhoenix Great #gtchat discuss. U R all describing children, end
of!KeyQ what are we doing to provide for them? that's the shangri-la
cybraryman1: The key is that parents and teachers have to work together #gtchat
halleyrebecca: Definitely the most fluid move. RT @eshwaranv: @halleyrebecca Shifting from
Type I to VI seems ideal. #gtchat
LesLinks: @eshwaranv Ditto, and many I know too... #gtchat
eshwaranv: I was somewhere between types II and III. My college made me shift to type VI.
I guess the freedom did the trick. #gtchat
asynchschlrsfnd: @DeborahMersino Their conclusions say research is 4 inservicing educators
abt gifted; as a teaching tool; research 2 build better ed #gtchat
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abt gifted; as a teaching tool; research 2 build better ed #gtchat

4:49 pm
4:50 pm
4:50 pm
4:50 pm
4:50 pm
4:50 pm
4:50 pm

DeborahMersino: @AnnBridgland - Support! Individualized, based upon their make-up and needs.
#gtchat
eshwaranv: RT @DeborahMersino: @AnnBridgland - Support! Individualized, based upon
their make-up and needs. #gtchat
tonnet: RT @cybraryman1: The key is that parents and teachers have to work together
#gtchat
cybraryman1: RT @DeborahMersino: @AnnBridgland - Support! Individualized, based upon
their make-up and needs. #gtchat
asynchschlrsfnd: @DeborahMersino (That was from the 1988 article on the Davidson site,
http://bit.ly/cVBVHd ) #gtchat
DeborahMersino: @AsynchSchlrsFnd - Correct, but he's presented to parent groups too.
Recommends that parents utilize to support as well. #gtchat
LesLinks: @georgebetts Hi from accross the great puddle... glad to have you here, even if
twitter is running at snail speed!!;-D #gtchat

4:50 pm

eshwaranv: Very true. Understanding is the key. RT @georgebetts: Type 6 is the goal needs support from parents and school #gtchat

4:50 pm

jofrei: Youngest son wanted autonomy and was quite hard to teach - he wanted to
learn it HIS WAY #gtchat

4:50 pm

0Quest0: @LesLinks I nearly missed that too - just happened to glance at TweetChat and
saw msg from @Frazzlid #gtchat

4:51 pm
4:51 pm
4:51 pm

GiftedPhoenix: #gtchat I can see the different profiles are helpful to facilitate discussion - a
stepping stone towards true personalisation...
0Quest0: @eshwaranv That's encouraging to hear from us parents of other types! #gtchat
DeborahMersino: I would love to have you all review the Matrix this week and share more about
your conclusions/learning. #gtchat

4:51 pm

asynchschlrsfnd: @DeborahMersino No doubt that this is helpful to parents; just sayin', education
focused. Was point of helpful clarification 2 me. #gtchat

4:52 pm

EvaMayla: RT @halleyrebecca: Educators who dont understand gifted kids.. //so true here,
thats why I feel its so important to dispel myths "( #gtchat

4:52 pm

Dazzlld: @eshwaranv Good to know that...gives me hope that my kids could make the
same shift! #gtchat

4:52 pm

DeborahMersino: @GiftedPhoenix - Yes, you're right on! #gtchat

4:52 pm

heymrssmith: I see the greatest factors between T1 and T6 are self-motivation and taking risks
#gtchat

4:52 pm

LesLinks: RT @DeborahMersino: @AnnBridgland - Support! Individualized, based upon
their make-up & needs. Exactly... needs based, a/timeneeded #gtchat

4:52 pm

GiftedPhoenix: @DeborahMersino You can't set us HOMEWORK! #gtchat

4:52 pm

eshwaranv: @georgebetts That's comforting! #gtchat

4:53 pm

eshwaranv: :-) RT @GiftedPhoenix: @DeborahMersino You can't set us HOMEWORK!
#gtchat

4:53 pm

halleyrebecca: @georgebetts Welcome to #gtchat!

4:53 pm

0Quest0: RT @0quest0: @eshwaranv That's encouraging to hear from us parents of other
types! #gtchat Sorry - "for" not "from"

4:53 pm

asynchschlrsfnd: Wonderful to have you join! => RT @georgebetts: Hi! I was just able to sign on.
Thank you for the interest in Profiles #gtchat

4:53 pm

eshwaranv: @georgebetts Great meeting you here on Twitter. Welcome to #twitter and
#gtchat

4:53 pm

GiftedPhoenix: @georgebetts It gets easier with practice! #gtchat
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GiftedPhoenix: @georgebetts It gets easier with practice! #gtchat

DeborahMersino: I have to say, being able to study under @georgebetts has truly been an honor
and privilege. #gtchat
eshwaranv: @0Quest0 Got it. :) #gtchat

4:54 pm

LisaDSB: #gtchat I think more gifted would start at Type VI if given the right learning
environment from the get go. School situation is critical.

4:54 pm

0Quest0: @DeborahMersino Good idea - will do. #gtchat

4:54 pm
4:54 pm
4:54 pm
4:54 pm
4:54 pm
4:54 pm
4:54 pm
4:55 pm
4:55 pm
4:55 pm
4:55 pm
4:55 pm

AnnBridgland: @GiftedPhoenix I am trying to join in #gtchat!
asynchschlrsfnd: ROTFL! => RT @GiftedPhoenix: @DeborahMersino You can't set us
HOMEWORK! #gtchat
DeborahMersino: @georgebetts - Twitter is normally NOT this slow! Unusual! #gtchat
halleyrebecca: I feel like I've been half-skating my whole life - even in college, I knew what to do
to get the grades ... #gtchat
0Quest0: RT @GiftedPhoenix: @DeborahMersino You cant set us HOMEWORK! <- lol
#gtchat
GiftedPhoenix: @AnnBridgland Jolly good - I guess you just forgot the hashtag #gtchat
DeborahMersino: @LisaDSB - Environment is so vital - completely agree! #gtchat
eshwaranv: Parents can initiate the shift by listening to them and to their teachers. #gtchat
LesLinks: @GiftedPhoenix The homework? or the twitter? ; -D #gtchat
cybraryman1: @georgebetts My Twitter page to help get you started: http://bit.ly/3GI9KW My
GT page: http://bit.ly/cwrlYt #gtchat
eshwaranv: Teachers can do so by listening to the kids and their parents. #gtchat
AnnBridgland: @DeborahMersino Yes. #gtchat Training for staff, practical and do-able. Theory
good but oft too much over practice! Ts need practical stuff

4:55 pm

DeborahMersino: We have just a few minutes left! Given Twitter's challenges/my own, I'll see if I
can coax @georgebetts to help me w/a blog post. #gtchat

4:56 pm

GiftedPhoenix: #gtchat @georgebetts What are your future plans for the Autonomous Learner
Model? Any major developments to watch out for?

4:56 pm

eshwaranv: Very very true -> RT @DeborahMersino: @LisaDSB - Environment is so vital completely agree! #gtchat

4:56 pm

SeaburySchool: @DeborahMersino Hmmm shouldn't we continue on, to say ... 10 after due to
late start? :) #gtchat

4:56 pm
4:56 pm
4:56 pm
4:56 pm
4:56 pm
4:57 pm
4:57 pm
4:57 pm
4:57 pm

jofrei: RT @eshwaranv: @georgebetts Great meeting you here on Twitter. Welcome to
#twitter and #gtchat
eshwaranv: @DeborahMersino Waiting for the blog post. #gtchat
AnnBridgland: @GiftedPhoenix Yup re the #gtchat hashtag!
Frazzlld: RT @georgebetts: Many gifted children are Type Six before school but lose it
because of the system #gtchat
asynchschlrsfnd: #homeschooling can foster switch back! RT @georgebetts: Many gifted children
are Type 6 be4 school but lose it because of the system #gtchat
LesLinks: Validation of self from teachers has made a huge difference here, from
completely unmotivated to very motifvated, content and happy #gtchat
DeborahMersino: @AnnBridgland - What I like is that these profiles might help dispel myths.
Theory, but also offers pragmatic support strategies. #gtchat
peterflomLD: #gtchat So, I guess I am half type 5 and half type 6 #gtchat
eshwaranv: @georgebetts Teachers must also aspire to take the initiative and identify them.
#gtchat
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eshwaranv: RT @georgebetts: Many gifted children are Type Six before school but lose it
because of the system #gtchat
EvaMayla: @DeborahMersino @georgebetts Also for the assignment. May I translate the
profiles to Spanish? #gtchat

4:57 pm

LesLinks: RT @Frazzlld: RT @georgebetts: Many gifted children are Type Six before
school but lose it because of the system// totally agree.. #gtchat

4:58 pm

asynchschlrsfnd: I like that these can be transitional states, that kids (and adults) can move
among them. #gtchat

4:58 pm

SeaburySchool: Absolutely. RT @georgebetts Many gifted children are Type Six before school

4:58 pm
4:58 pm
4:58 pm
4:58 pm
4:58 pm
4:58 pm
4:59 pm
4:59 pm
4:59 pm

but lose it because of the system #gtchat
cybraryman1: RT @georgebetts: Many gifted children are Type Six before school but lose it
because of the system// totally agree.. #gtchat
DeborahMersino: If you're willing, I'm willing! Let's go another 10 minutes, if you're all game!
#gtchat
heymrssmith: RT @georgebetts: Many gifted children are Type Six before school but lose it
because of the system #gtchat
DeborahMersino: RT @EvaMayla: @DeborahMersino @georgebetts Also for the assignment.
May I translate the profiles to Spanish? #gtchat
asynchschlrsfnd: 10 minutes! 10 minutes! => RT @DeborahMersino: If you're willing, I'm willing!
Let's go another 10 minutes, if you're all game! #gtchat
0Quest0: RT @georgebetts: Many gifted children are Type 6 b4 sch but lose it because of
the system<-wondering if its time to leave the system #gtchat
SeaburySchool: @DeborahMersino We're in! Ten more minutes! #gtchat
DeborahMersino: I find them intriguing and am STILL working on moving from Type I to Type 6!
#gtchat
0Quest0: @DeborahMersino I'm game! #gtchat

4:59 pm

AnnBridgland: @AsynchSchlrsFnd @georgebetts Then we need to help the system, not just
blae it! CPD for staff rules OK as does Pupil Voice #gtchat

4:59 pm

eshwaranv: Joining another convo in a couple of mins. Will check out the transcript for the
last ten mins. Thanks to all for a great #gtchat

4:59 pm
5:00 pm
5:00 pm
5:00 pm
5:00 pm
5:00 pm
5:00 pm
5:00 pm
5:01 pm

jofrei: @DeborahMersino Yes please more more more! #gtchat
DeborahMersino: What's interesting to note about Type 6 support is that it involves removing
time/space restrictions at school. #gtchat
asynchschlrsfnd: RT @0Quest0: Type 6 b4 sch <-wondering if its time to leave the system <=
HSing should be considered an alternate part of the system #gtchat
LisaDSB: @0Quest0 -- my kids are Type VI b/c we homeschool, I'm sure of it. They can
follow their passions and don't care what others think #gtchat
DeborahMersino: RT @cybraryman1: RT @georgebetts: Many gifted children are Type Six before
school but lose it because of the system// totally agree.. #gtchat
LesLinks: @0Quest0 Ya.. this is why so many homeschool,... like my niece,
@suzannewith3.. system would destroy the kids.. #gtchat
halleyrebecca: All teachers should be required to study these profiles. Would go so far for
understanding of our atypical kids in the classroom. #gtchat
DeborahMersino: @LisaDSB @0Quest0 - That's wonderful! Good for you. #gtchat
AnnBridgland: @georgebetts Then we should help the system, not just blame it! CPD for staff
etc. #gtchat

5:01 pm

asynchschlrsfnd: RT @AnnBridgland: @georgebetts We need to help the system<=This is one
thing we seek to do, become model 4 change! #gtchat

5:01 pm

0Quest0: @LisaDSB Agree - hs for two years age 10-12 years and wondering if it's time
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5:01 pm

0Quest0: @LisaDSB Agree - hs for two years age 10-12 years and wondering if it's time
to return while w8ing for sys to change. #gtchat

5:01 pm

halleyrebecca: So many educators just don't have the training in differentiating for #gifted kids.
Many of our teachers don't when they arrive. #gtchat

5:02 pm

GiftedPhoenix: @DeborahMersino Or the claims you often hear about Steiner and Montessori?
Similar type-6 aspirations in those models perhaps? #gtchat

5:02 pm
5:02 pm
5:03 pm
5:03 pm
5:03 pm
5:03 pm
5:03 pm
5:03 pm

DeborahMersino: Type IV - Parents can advocate for child at school/in community, provide
support re to passion areas, allow friends of all ages. #gtchat
peterflomLD: Since I am LD and GT I have to be type 5, but also 6. #gtchat
LesLinks: @AnnBridgland Agreed... many many teachers would be appreciative if this
kind of training were offered.. #gtchat
DeborahMersino: @halleyrebecca So true about teachers needing professional development
relative to this/gifted myths. #gtchat
0Quest0: @asynchschlrsfnd Definitely it wud be gr8 if more saw hs as part of solution for
#gifted but still far from that. #gtchat
asynchschlrsfnd: Oops, meant to say remodel education to incorporate the best elements of
homeschooling, at least for these kids (curse the 140!) #gtchat
LisaDSB: #gtchat - it's the peer influence too that keeps kids "underground". Not cool 2B
smart. That's not just a system problem.
AudreyFG: RT @DeborahMersino: Type 6: Autonomous Learner: Self-confident, selfaccepting, optimistic, incremental view of ability, ambitious #gtchat

5:04 pm

GiftedPhoenix: RT @LisaDSB: #gtchat - it's the peer influence too that keeps kids
"underground". Not cool 2B smart. That's not just a system problem.

5:04 pm

cybraryman1: All teachers need a lot more training for gifted, LD, ELL etc. #gtchat

5:04 pm
5:04 pm
5:04 pm

DeborahMersino: I just have to applaud @georgebetts for giving this #gtchat a whirl, especially
today of all days, when Twitter is painfully slow!
0Quest0: Big advantage of homesch while w8ing for sys to change is time and space to
implement all the amazing strategies we KNOW work #gtchat
asynchschlrsfnd: RT @GiftedPhoenix: RT @LisaDSB: #gtchat - Not cool 2B smart. That's not
just a system problem<=Well, not ED system, but yes social system.

5:04 pm

joancoy: RT @cybraryman1: The key is that parents and teachers have to work together
#gtchat Definitely a winning situation for students.

5:05 pm

0Quest0: ...while perhaps not cutting links completely with sch and helping to bring
change about. #gtchat

5:05 pm
5:05 pm
5:05 pm

asynchschlrsfnd: I can see how this is helpful for adult learners too=>RT @georgebetts: We use
them with older students so they understand themselves #gtchat
LisaDSB: @AsynchSchlrsFnd Thanks for clarifying - that's what I meant. It's definitely a
societal failing. #gtchat
heymrssmith: Many GT progams are filled with Type 1's teachers need more training to
understand what Gifted may look like #gtchat

5:05 pm

AudreyFG: So important! RT @DeborahMersino: Type 6: Autonomous Learner: Willing to
fail and learn from it. #gtchat

5:06 pm

DeborahMersino: Final Question: How do each of you think you might utilize these Profiles, the
new Matrix, in the weeks/months ahead? #gtchat

5:06 pm
5:06 pm
5:06 pm
5:06 pm

halleyrebecca: @georgebetts And to understand each other! #gtchat
0Quest0: RT @DeborahMersino: just have to applaud @georgebetts for giving this #gtchat
a whirl esp 2day when Twitter is painfully slow! #gtchat
DeborahMersino: RT @heymrssmith Many GT progams are filled with Type 1's teachers need
more training to understand what Gifted may look like #gtchat <=YES!!
asynchschlrsfnd: RT @LisaDSB: definitely a societal failing.<=Now only if we could change that!!
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asynchschlrsfnd: RT @LisaDSB: definitely a societal failing.<=Now only if we could change that!!
Needs clever marketing, funding! #gtchat

5:07 pm

LesLinks: RT @heymrssmith: Many GT progams are filled with Type 1s teachers need
more training to understand what Gifted may look like// True #gtchat

5:07 pm

asynchschlrsfnd: YES! RT @heymrssmith: Many GT progams are filled with Type 1's teachers
need more training to understand what Gifted may look like #gtchat

5:07 pm
5:07 pm
5:08 pm
5:08 pm
5:08 pm

0Quest0: RT @joancoy: RT @cybraryman1: Key is that parents and teachers have to
work together #gtchat Def a winning situation for students. #gtchat
DeborahMersino: RT @halleyrebecca @georgebetts And to understand each other! #gtchat
<=Absolutely.
GiftedPhoenix: RT @GiftedPhoenix: #gtchat @georgebetts What are your future plans for the
Autonomous Learner Model? Any major developments to watch out for
jofrei: RT @heymrssmith: Many GT progams are filled with Type 1s teachers need
more training to understand what Gifted may look like// True #gtchat
LesLinks: Nice chatting with you all.. and good to have had you here @georgebetts
#gtchat

5:08 pm

asynchschlrsfnd: Re: Final Question, will definitely share model widely & use for understanding
students' learning needs, etc. #gtchat

5:08 pm

cybraryman1: RT @LesLinks: Nice chatting with you all.. and good to have had you here
@georgebetts #gtchat

5:08 pm

DeborahMersino: I plan to utilize this as I work to support my own daughters & look to grow
myself! #gtchat

5:09 pm

DeborahMersino: @LesLinks - Thank you for being here! #gtchat

5:09 pm

halleyrebecca: Final question: Already posted to @seaburyschool's Facebook profile - we post
a lot of resources there for parents. #gtchat

5:09 pm

EvaMayla: RT @asynchschlrsfnd: Re: Final Question, will definitely share model widely &
use for understanding students learning needs, etc. #gtchat

5:09 pm

AudreyFG: Can't wait! RT @DeborahMersino: I wld love to have you all review the Matrix
this week & share more about your conclusions/learning. #gtchat

5:09 pm

heymrssmith: @georgebetts Thank you for Tweeting with us today! #gtchat

5:10 pm

asynchschlrsfnd: I second that! Thank you! => RT @heymrssmith: @georgebetts Thank you for
Tweeting with us today! #gtchat

5:10 pm

halleyrebecca: We are organizing a #gifted ed networking happy hour for teachers in our area
next Friday. Will definitely share the profiles there. #gtchat

5:10 pm

DeborahMersino: All right everyone - That's it for this #gtchat. What a treat it was to have
@georgebetts with us!

5:10 pm

0Quest0: I plan to reexamine the profiles esp how to support and work towards Type 6.
Also will give link to schools I'm in contact with. #gtchat

5:10 pm

asynchschlrsfnd: RT @georgebetts: Autonomous Learner Model Conference June 21-26, 2010
Estes Park, Colorado - info in December http://bit.ly/ctk4DT #gtchat

5:10 pm

EvaMayla: Where will be post the reviews? In #gtchat? #gtchat

5:10 pm

AudreyFG: RT @DeborahMersino: What's interesting to note about Type 6 support is that it
involves removing time/space restrictions at school. #gtchat

5:10 pm

GiftedPhoenix: #gtchat Thanks for today's chat. Full of excitement! bye-bye George and
everyone else - have a great rest of today!

5:11 pm

asynchschlrsfnd: @DeborahMersino Thanks again for the #gtchat and can't wait to have the
transcript!

5:11 pm
5:11 pm

AudreyFG: RT @cybraryman1: RT @georgebetts: Many gifted children are Type 6 before
school but lose it because of the system// totally agree.. #gtchat
GiftedPhoenix: @georgebetts 2011? #gtchat
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GiftedPhoenix: @georgebetts 2011? #gtchat

5:11 pm

EvaMayla: RT @0Quest0: RT @DeborahMersino: just have to applaud @georgebetts for
giving this #gtchat// Thank you Dr. Betts! #gtchat

5:11 pm

Frazzlld: Me too! RT @heymrssmith: @georgebetts Thank you for Tweeting with us
today! #gtchat

5:11 pm
5:11 pm
5:11 pm
5:11 pm
5:11 pm
5:12 pm
5:12 pm
5:13 pm
5:13 pm
5:14 pm
5:14 pm
5:14 pm
5:15 pm
5:16 pm
5:16 pm
5:17 pm

asynchschlrsfnd: RT @0Quest0: I plan to reexamine the profiles esp how to support and work
towards Type 6. <=Would love to see any conclusions! #gtchat
0Quest0: @DeborahMersino Agree - thanks to @georgebetts - and of course to you
Deborah. #gtchat
peterflomLD: @deborahmersino Since I am not a teacher, probably not too much. But they
are intersting #gtchat
jofrei: TY @DeborahMersino for the chat and @georgebetts for joining us #gtchat
0Quest0: And to everyone here - it's great to be able to share with you all. #gtchat
DeborahMersino: RT @EvaMayla: RT @0Quest0: RT @DeborahMersino: just have to applaud
@georgebetts for giving this #gtchat// Thank you Dr. Betts! #gtchat
cybraryman1: RT @jofrei: TY @DeborahMersino for the chat and @georgebetts for joining us
#gtchat
Dazzlld: RT @0Quest0: @DeborahMersino Agree - thanks to @georgebetts - and of
course to you Deborah. #gtchat
Frazzlld: @DeborahMersino @georgebetts Thank you both. Such a shame twitter played
up. Was a great topic. Look forward to reading transcript. #gtchat
DeborahMersino: Again, the new Matrix on the Profiles of #Gifted can be found here:
http://bit.ly/9ITl7v #gtchat {So intriguing!}
BCGifted: RT @DeborahMersino: Again, the new Matrix on the Profiles of #Gifted can be
found here: http://bit.ly/9ITl7v #gtchat {So intriguing!}
heymrssmith: 25th Annual ALM conference June 21-26 - Also the last ALM conference:(
www.alpspublishing.com #gtchat
0Quest0: Thanks and see you all at - is it 11pm here for us? #gtchat
Frazzlld: I hope twitter's working for next chat...an early one for us at 11pm! "Drive:
Motivation and the Gifted Child" #gtchat
Dazzlld: @0Quest0 Should be...and an hour earlier to bed for us all, hurrah! See you
later! #gtchat
Frazzlld: RT @BCGifted: RT @DeborahMersino: Again, the new Matrix on the Profiles of
#Gifted can be found here: http://bit.ly/9ITl7v #gtchat

5:17 pm

DeborahMersino: @georgebetts - Huge thank you to you for being with us!! Grateful - and sorry for
the strange technical issues today! #gtchat

5:18 pm

DeborahMersino: @GiftedPhoenix - Intriguing...hadn't thought about it, but yes, see some
similarities. Thank you for being here today! #gtchat

5:19 pm

MeganLearner: How to make ESL classes stress free!! http://bit.ly/aNbcbH #eltchat #gtchat
#elemchat #lrnchat #esl #esol #e20 #ell

5:20 pm

DeborahMersino: "Drive: Motivation and the #Gifted Child" will be our #gtchat topic at 7pm/EDT.
Join us! Hopefully Twitter will behave!

5:20 pm

debmc3: RT @Frazzlld: RT @BCGifted: RT @DeborahMersino: Again, the new Matrix on
the Profiles of #Gifted can be found here: http://bit.ly/9ITl7v #gtchat

5:20 pm

halleyrebecca: @DeborahMersino Would you tweet the link to past transcripts again? I can't
find it! #gtchat

5:23 pm

DeborahMersino: A bit frightened to look at the transcript (given my tardiness & the connection
issues!). So grateful Dr. Betts joined us tho! #gtchat

5:24 pm

DeborahMersino: @halleyrebecca - It's www.ingeniosus.net/gtchat-transcripts. I'm a bit behind
tho getting the most recent ones up. #gtchat
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tho getting the most recent ones up. #gtchat

5:24 pm

DeborahMersino: @halleyrebecca Let me know if you're looking for a specific topic. I'll shoot you
the link! #gtchat {Should be caught up post-NAGC}

5:25 pm

dane1434: RT @cybraryman1 All teachers need a lot more training for gifted, LD, ELL etc.
#gtchat YES! Agreed! Def need a hand this yr w my ell stud!

5:25 pm

AudreyFG: RT @DeborahMersino: "Drive: Motivation and the #Gifted Child" will be our
#gtchat topic at 7pm/EDT. Join us! Hopefully Twitter will behave!

5:28 pm

barefootglenda: RT @cybraryman1: Teachers have to be more cognizant and work to enhance
their student's creativity #gtchat

5:28 pm

DeborahMersino: Transcript from 11.05 #gtchat, "Types: Understanding Betts' Profiles of Gifted"
http://bit.ly/9fvXTr {Scroll to 4pm for start /sans moi}!

5:32 pm

barefootglenda: RT @cybraryman1: The key is that parents and teachers have to work together
#gtchat

5:32 pm

barefootglenda: RT @DeborahMersino: @AnnBridgland - Support! Individualized, based upon
their make-up and needs. #gtchat

5:34 pm

Frazzlld: RT @DeborahMersino: Transcript from 11.05 #gtchat, "Types: Understanding
Betts' Profiles of Gifted" http://bit.ly/9fvXTr {Scroll to 4pm for start /sans moi}!

5:46 pm

LesLinks: RT @DeborahMersino: "Drive: Motivation and the #Gifted Child" will be our

5:46 pm

#gtchat topic at 7pm/EDT. Join us! Hopefully Twitter will behave!
LesLinks: RT @cybraryman1: Teachers have to be more cognizant and work to enhance
their student's creativity #gtchat

5:46 pm

LesLinks: RT @DeborahMersino: Transcript from 11.05 #gtchat, "Types: Understanding
Betts' Profiles of Gifted" http://bit.ly/9fvXTr {Scroll to 4pm for start /sans moi}!

5:46 pm

LesLinks: RT @cybraryman1: The key is that parents and teachers have to work together
#gtchat

5:50 pm

padgets: #gtchat Hi everybody are you ending?

5:54 pm

padgets: #gtchat I have a success story, got the department to accelerate my gifted
student through the curriculum so she can move on at her pace!!!

5:56 pm

padgets: #gtchat going to talk to all of her teachers to let her work at her own pace in any
class to she chooses, thank you all for the support!

6:09 pm

Jenniferkolari: RT @DeborahMersino: Trans of 11.05 #gtchat, "Types: Understanding Betts'
Profiles of Gifted" http://bit.ly/9fvXTr {4pm for start /sans moi}!

6:09 pm

AudreyFG: RT @DeborahMersino: Trans of 11.05 #gtchat, "Types: Understanding Betts'
Profiles of Gifted" http://bit.ly/9fvXTr {4pm for start /sans moi}!

6:10 pm

eshwaranv: Thanks to @jofrei @0Quest0 @cybraryman1 @Dazzlld @LesLinks
@halleyrebecca @Allen61324 @AsynchSchlrsFnd for a great #gtchat convo!

6:11 pm

eshwaranv: Special thanks to @DeborahMersino and @georgebetts for a wonderful learning
experience today on #gtchat

6:15 pm

eshwaranv: My #gtchat friends @DeborahMersino @jofrei @cybraryman1 @Dazzlld
@LesLinks @AsynchSchlrsFnd @Frazzlld @GiftedPhoenix Great #ff

6:24 pm

asynchschlrsfnd: RT @DeborahMersino: Transcript from 11.05 #gtchat, "Types: Understanding
Betts' Profiles of Gifted" http://bit.ly/9fvXTr {Scroll to 4pm for start /sans moi}!

6:53 pm

DeborahMersino: RT @georgebetts: Autonomous Learner Model Conference June 21-26, 2010
Estes Park, Colorado - info in December www.alpspublishing.com #gtchat

7:25 pm

MaryStGeorge: Just read #gtchat transcript. Maureen Neihart recommends throwing out old
version of profiles, such as at the Davidson link.

7:26 pm

MaryStGeorge: #gtchat Some recommendations in old profiles of giftedness proved unhelpful
with further research, so use version at Ingeniosus.

7:28 pm

MaryStGeorge: #gtchat Maureen Neihart was inspirational talking on the profiles in Sydney, so
if you ever get the chance, see her present!
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if you ever get the chance, see her present!

eshwaranv: RT @DeborahMersino: Transcript from 11.05 #gtchat, "Types: Understanding
Betts' Profiles of Gifted" http://bit.ly/9fvXTr {Scroll to 4pm for start /sans moi}!

7:52 pm

cybraryman1: @padgets My Self-Directed Learning page: http://bit.ly/9Z9VLW #gtchat

7:54 pm

cybraryman1: RT @DeborahMersino: "Drive: Motivation and the #Gifted Child" will be our
#gtchat topic at 7pm/EDT. Join us! Hopefully Twitter will behave!

7:54 pm

eshwaranv: RT @DeborahMersino: "Drive: Motivation and the #Gifted Child" will be our
#gtchat topic at 7pm/EDT. Join us! Hopefully Twitter will behave!

8:03 pm

LesLinks: @padgets Yay & more yay & triple the yays 4 a great advocate u.! but mostly
for ur student.. you've given her wings..;-D #gtchat #gifted

9:44 pm

DeborahMersino: ATTN: #gtchat fans. I'm so sorry to do this, but I'm going 2 have 2 cancel our
7pm/EDT chat today/We'll revisit the topic. Apologies. Pls RT

9:44 pm

DeborahMersino: ATTN: #gtchat fans: Under the weather...so sorry (especially after this
morning's fiasco). Hope you all have good weekend. TY. #gifted

9:46 pm

laughingatchaos: RT @deborahmersino: ATTN: #gtchat fans. I'm so sorry, but I'm going 2 have 2
cancel our 7pm/EDT chat today/We'll revisit the topic. . Pls RT

10:03 pm

LesLinks: RT @DeborahMersino: ATTN: #gtchat fans. I'm so sorry to do this, but I'm going
2 have 2 cancel our 7pm/EDT chat today/We'll revisit the topic. Apologies. Pls
RT

10:03 pm

LesLinks: RT @DeborahMersino: ATTN: #gtchat fans: Under the weather...so sorry
(especially after this morning's fiasco). Hope you all have good weekend. TY.
#gifted

10:03 pm

LesLinks: RT @laughingatchaos: RT @deborahmersino: ATTN: #gtchat fans. I'm so sorry,
but I'm going 2 have 2 cancel our 7pm/EDT chat today/We'll revisit the topic. .
Pls RT

10:05 pm

LesLinks: @DeborahMersino ATTN: #gtchat fans. I'm so sorry to do this,but I'm going 2
have 2 cancel our 7pm/EDT chat today #edchat #elemchat #edukchat

10:43 pm
10:45 pm

10:52 pm

deepwaterscoach: RT @LesLinks: On Giftedness and ode to a Friendship: http://t.co/3u6iFqa
#gifted #gtchat @deepwaterscoach//MY FRIEND!!! #gtstoogies
Dazzlld: RT @DeborahMersino: ATTN: #gtchat fans. I'm so sorry to do this, but I'm going
2 have 2 cancel our 7pm/EDT chat today/We'll revisit the topic. Apologies. Pls
RT
chrstinef: @DeborahMersino hope all is good! As for me - I'll be able to get my words in,
so this is probably a good thing for me. Take care!!! #gtchat

10:53 pm

deepwaterscoach: RT @DeborahMersino: ATTN: #gtchat fans. Sorry, but have 2 cancel our
7pm/EDT chat today/Well revisit the topic. Apologies. Pls RT #gtchat

10:53 pm

deepwaterscoach: In lieu of #gtchat, perhaps we have extended chat time in the #gtstoogies lobby
this evening? #gtchat

10:55 pm

khephir: Report cards get a failing grade - http://j.mp/a1CRn7 [ #edchat #edreform
#edadmin #scichat #parenting #teachers #abed #gtchat ]

10:55 pm

chrstinef: #gtchat cancelled....so, off to writerly cave early. Promised @ElanaJ and
@MIchelleMcLean many many WORDS

10:58 pm

padgets: RT @deepwaterscoach: ATTN: #gtchat fans. Sorry, but have 2 cancel our
7pm/EDT chat today/Well revisit the topic. Apologies. Pls RT #gtchat

10:59 pm

ljconrad: <---- :( bummed! #gtchat

10:59 pm

deepwaterscoach: RT @ljconrad: #gtchat 5 minutes till chat! Is Deborah in the house??????????
:D//No! She's under the weather! Shall we move to#gtstoogies ?

11:00 pm

deepwaterscoach: @ljconrad I know! & u made it tonight! Let's still enjoy each other's company &
maybe host an ad hoc chat in the #gtstoogies lobby? #gtchat

11:00 pm

ljconrad: #gtchat @DeborahMersino Hope you feel better soon! :(
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11:00 pm

ljconrad: #gtchat @DeborahMersino Hope you feel better soon! :(

11:01 pm

LesLinks: @ljconrad No.. no chat tonight... @DeborahMersino is undertheweather.
#gtchat

11:01 pm

deepwaterscoach: I'm happy to host a fine mixture of utter nonsense & meaningful convo in the
#gtstoogies lobby! #gtchat Just what #gifted love! #gtstoogies

11:01 pm

LesLinks: hmm... a little chat in the lobby?? #gtchat

11:02 pm

ljconrad: #gtchat members are welcome to meet in the Lobby with #gtstoogies! We are
hosting a Tapas bar with an open bar.

11:03 pm

ljconrad: #gtchat Feel free to use our hashtag on Tweetchat! :)

11:05 pm

deepwaterscoach: So, do we have any tweeps who had hoped to participate in #gtchat tonight who
have meandered over to the lobby? #gtstoogies

11:06 pm

cybraryman1: And I rushed home for #gtchat! #gtstoogies

11:06 pm

cyberteacher: RT @DeepWatersCoach RT @DeborahMersino: ATTN #gtchat fans: Have 2
cancel 7pm/EDT chat 2day/will revisit the topic. Apologies. Pls RT #gtchat

11:12 pm

LisaDSB: @DeborahMersino <------- :( Feel better soon! #gtchat #gtstoogies

11:20 pm

0Quest0: Oh just arrived home for gtchat - is it not on? #gtchat

11:20 pm

0Quest0: Oh - just spotted the tweets - poor Deborah!!! #gtchat

11:21 pm

ljconrad: Transcript from 11.05 #gtchat, "Types: Understanding Betts' Profiles of Gifted"
http://bit.ly/9fvXTr #gtstoogies

11:21 pm

0Quest0: RT @LesLinks: hmm... a little chat in the lobby?? <- sounds like a plan #gtchat

11:21 pm
11:22 pm
11:23 pm
11:23 pm
11:23 pm
11:24 pm
11:31 pm

deepwaterscoach: RT @ljconrad: Transcript from 11.05 #gtchat, "Types: Understanding Betts
Profiles of Gifted" http://bit.ly/9fvXTr #gtstoogies
0Quest0: What is #gtstoogies? #gtchat
deepwaterscoach: RT @0Quest0: What is #gtstoogies?//This is where we party--erm, meet--before
& after #gtchat for community & nonsense. #gtstoogies
LesLinks: @0Quest0 This, my dear... is the 'wild' side of #gtchat... hehe... #gtstoogies
deepwaterscoach: RT @LesLinks: @0Quest0 This, my dear... is the wild side of #gtchat...
hehe...//Oo, I like ur definition much better than mine! #gtstoogies
0Quest0: RT @LesLinks: @0Quest0 This, my dear... is the wild side of #gtchat... hehe...
#gtstoogies <- have to find out more! #gtchat
KTVee: providing 6th-gr opportunity for leadership in teaching younger students tech
skills; they loved it! #gtchat
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